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INTRODUCTION *

he ast decade saw the rediscoyy of povet .n Mierica, the -'
subecuent involvement, of the federal governent in a±s 'once passionately

shunned, 9id a genea3. akening bythe .tmer±can pIblic that themeri'can

way of lide was no 1onge' synonomous with the coneepts and ideals w,n.ch

collectively beeame known as the "quaJ4ty of'].ife." Noreover, it. was
- 'Hfinally drnittd dn a national sca1e ,tha% te Aiflericañ'way of life hac,

fora significant portion of the popuitiQn, never been synonomous it
aithing even remotely approaching the qualify of life.

-
This concern for oiie £utre quality hasdram many differei3t

rsposes'axnng the popflation. Some, beEevng that the past was a

time of peace, community andcreativfty, have rejected mdern society

entlrely. and are attenpting to reconstruct their vi'sioz*f the past :'

some isolated and j)astora1 settirg. One has to admire these individuals
I *

for t?heir attempts to actualize their Ideals, but, at this tinie,, it

seern uifortunately true that their idealism of the present is exceeded

ori1yby their ignorance of the pa8t. Others 1ave espousea the opposite

extreme that techno1og, which hs cted or at least, contributed .tô

men of the presen sorry conditions of merican life, wifl solve these

same conditions, thus ushering Pin, .for the first tune in history, an
4

everlasting pe'iod truly worthy 01' the Thrase, the quality of life.
- a - IThey are correct in their belief that techno.ogyhas the capacity to sc.Lve

I S

many of this coimtry' 'problems, but, err on the side of naivete in.

*In tnis paper, povert is taken to include all of those conditions of,
human existence which are antithetica1 to the quality of life. It t1iis
goes far beyond the usual basic definition oi economic deprivation.

S.
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. .r
believing that this' capacity will be ptt,to that end by the powerful;

P *

.
1 ',.`

.%

.irtechnocracy in this country, mho, aftei- ail, haveOt4ized technology
`, 1. .. '

#1 s 4) . :.
'S0 far in sudh a.way as to cattermany 6S4he*wastirhg'social.problems.

.

i ..
t.,.-t, s .

. As always -two extremes ;enclose .a*tiddle,or intermediate'` position.J,
.. .

.

' In this, case, there are innumerable top..11v poSit'ons,,for it ig here
- 4 .

.

-,

s

,
that one will find t ie manifestations.of.the paA.decadeZs invblirement by

4

federal gthrernment in this pursuit, of the quality of .life, that, is, %

the vast number of federyl programs.inthe.areasof:educatiOn,-housing,
I 9

vi 0

'health, anit-poverty, 'urban pIannitg;'and so forth; here one mill find
I .-. ,3 . .

. *; = '--

the huge voltme of research coicerning urban ffairs ,of this country;
. .4.

. ,

and here, too, one 1411 find almost all of the new y organized community-

. and citizens groups which have. f ormeq. to

themselves.

, .

The subject of this' bibliography

miadle area. ni fact, social indicators

----
achieve certain goals for

.

is also to be---f.'ound in thiS

are *involved to varyiiig degrees

in practically every di.visiorfoof. this middle area. Th,-; governmentQ and

research sectors have different needs, different approaches and different

objectives with respect tosocial indicators, but each is certainly,

interested in the development of such measures. Each has contributed ,to

, .

tne- reporting aecountrffg7=7-TA
$

order'to understand what social indicators are and what they can ao, it

even necessary, to determine the reasons.for'the, interest

that each has shown in social indicators. 'In short, 'before we can

address the question of what are social indiaators, me must answer the

. -
question, why social indicators?

6,
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As both the federal, government and the: indicator red'earchers

ti

. became increasingly concerned and, invOlve'd in the pursuit of this quality
otof life, .information about the piesent, conditions of life in America for

kall Segments of the population and in all ita aspects began to be collected.

, on a scale- never before-attempted: Ittas hardly surprising that much,,
.

.
of the information considered vital to this pursuit w ad unaailable; or
. .,
in such an unsystematic state that it was meaningless. For;, in years'

.
,.

past, povertyWas thoU'g4tI to be the result'. of operssonal, fault or the
t . r

41. ,, --
vengeance of a jusVdeity or some similar nonsense.- The exiStence of

o ,- -

, the so-called cycle of-poverty was taken withott' much questioning as

proo of the validity of these beliefs. ACcordingly, because these

fspermeated the power bases of America---the goverrunent,in the

political arena and the university in the int.lectual---, questions'

, concerning thel.merican way of life were never considered in'.a significant

way, that is, in a way which could yield the facts.

But; beginning in, the early sixties, the possibility of J.,his

complacency's contimed existence was' destroyed. The catalyst for this

was most probably the publication of ilichael:Hdrringtonl s The :Other

America. Suddenly the federal government discovered, that it had nexto

nothing in the way of usable and meaningful statistics on the number of .

.
poor pebple in this country, or the magnitude cf causes of their poverty:

It was discovered and grUdgingly admitted byi the-federal governMent and,

by the social scientists that alinost no statistically usable and useful

information was available concerning this "other. America." And it was

also realized that this. information was sorely needed. The government

$

oo,
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was beginning to mount, its huge program against po7erty, but vas faced

withltlie dilemma of laying out large sums of mo;aey (or so it seemed at

the time: this vas before the large-scale American operation in South:-

east Asia and before the spending practices of the Defenle Department

were publicaily revealed) in programs that could only realldtically be

' ' thought of'as e:.-oeriments into the unknown. The social scientists,

because theyisaw their role as contributors to the knowledge and under-
.

standing of society, its parts ,and its operation, found that they had

been excluding from their work a large portion .of .this, society; factj

one whose predominant characteristic set them dittl.ictlyapart from the

rest of the soolety. Both the federal government and the .social scientists.

set out to rectify these situations.

Information in the formsof Surveys of the poor, interviews,

analyses Tithe histoti of-the poor and of specific events, studies of -

the institutions with which the poor, by reason of their poverty, had to

deal, all of these were started and'completed on'a vast 'scale and at a'

'very fast .pace. But,. as the information continued to be amassed and,

analyzed it became clear that gaps still existed. The most obvious

need,waa some way in which to order all of this new data. It would

greatly enhance the usefulness of the data already collected adid that

being collected if there was some standard methodology: because, there

a

was'not, data often could not be evaluated 'as to its worth and checked

9

as to its reliability 'without repeatingthe collection using a different

method.

All of 'this uncoordinat,A information ,approachdd a detailed and
4,

reliable picture of the state of America, but neither the government nor

the.social scientists could state with any conviction that this picture'

was as accurate as it could be. The first need, therefore, which was
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shared 14 both the gbvernmept and the social scientists, was for some'
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ordering mechanism whith uoulXqneble them to goordinatf. Al of this data
.....

.- .1.

at hand, so that-they could; ith a,suit'able amount 'of acaracy-and` r0 .

liability, answer the qUeStion of this nation was mithrespect-to,
4

A,. . v . 47 _!_._.
the criteria and standards embodied in -the quality Of-life. In short,. ,.

what was needed uss-almethod of utilizing existirig.-dataso.that'a'soCi'al
.0 :.

report of the nation could be 'given whioh.wOuld' avoid the Inherent'

. 4 .1
limitations of the Fre gident t.s state of the :Ural on. tieasage whichwas; and

is, largely an economic, picture of the nation.

,Simultaneously\with the recognition of this first need was the

realization b both the government and the social scientists that the'

setting of polities and priorities would be even more difficult in this

area-Of.the quality-of-life than it usually is in the deMocratic and

.

pluralistic process. For.onething, there were very few cnncrete standards
"

associated with the quality of life which were agreeable to all the

parties concerned with pOlicy formation.and priority setting. Indeed,

the quality of life has still Apt been-defined in such a way' as to lead

to a consensus among-the
J
people involved in, its achievement.

, The limited 'resources available to. his pursuit made it'mandatory

A

that they be utilized in the most efficient and effective mannsr. OX

,course, the fact that resources for this area were limited told much about

the existing priorities of thp federal governhentl, or the only area of .

government activity which' did not appear to. 'oe.limited in its resources
4

was defense. For the most part, this limitation-on available resources

was accepted as a tact of life'by govornment personnel interested in

pursuing the quality of life, and, on the part of the social scientists,

while their voices and pens were not silent concerning these existing

priorities, their RoNtr to effect immediate reordering-was. negligible.
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. .

At any rate-, resources were V:iited; conditions were cLplorable; and , ''
. 1

. .
solutions were urgently needed. The questions. which had to be answered

. v.
were.: (1) Where do we want to go? Or stated differently, what is the

. . , . . .
i i . . _

quality of life? and (2) Where coo We begin, recognizing that we cannot do

..

everything which is absolUtely necessary 'to achieve the quality Of life?

. '.That policy and what order of priorities will have the greatest effects,

the greatest ramifications ''throughout the country in destroying poverty

and in creating an itinerican tray, of life which is synonofaous with the

quality ,of life for all liner-loans?

Although there was much cc.mmunication among government and social

,science personnel, there a1s9 e;d.sted a different emphasis and approach

to searching for these answers. The government personnel; for the moot

part, ;gore more aware of the political implications of their efforts

against poverty. And the political rkfifications of the anti poverty

programs were far-reaching and, usually, not very encouraging. The
_

social scient sts, pn the other land, could ignore in their research and

writings these implications to a much greater degree. Thus, the effect

of these different emphases and approaches was that the .findings of the

social scientists--;-the more accurate ones--would usually be toned

down by the gnvernment in order to bring about some 'measure of .political

approval. Their orientation appeared to be that anything was better

than, nothing. -his, of course) is true, but the "anything." achieved in

the political atena usually fell ..far short of the recommendations of the

social scientists and, more importantly:_of the rising expectatiOns of
tt

the poor.
,

The second need, thens was like the first shared by both the

ha

government and. social scienc-e- iierlonnel., _involved; the formation or

ry

9

0
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policies to direct the pursuit of the quality of life and the settingof

priorities for these policies and forlactioh due to the.limited resources

available to social programs, ,,nd rese'arch S. andards had to be.setwhich,

when taken Collectively: would be the quality of life. ,Based on the .

information at hand (which;if ordered, would describ, the present state

of thel nation)) decisions about what was desired; as futpre states of the
.

1
nation had to. be made. put the criteria:with mbich ..L,o make these decisions s

..

was not in the arsenal of tebTs of the government and the "social.. scientists.

/
The third, need was largelyan administrative one aisd tlibrtfOre

s, ,

was more the concern of government personnel than the social'scientists.
7

,

I 0

..-

For, once a program was condeived and the proce'se,of implementation begun,

measures of assessing its impact on the probl it was designed to elleviate
. ..., .

or solve were wholly inadequate.0 The inaugur tion of planning-programming-
e

e

budgeting, firstlIn the Department of Defense and subsequently throughbut

all agencies of the federal government, was an attempt-to remedy this

inadequacy, but because .it was limited in its application to 'predominantly

economic considerations, PPBS 'served to ,accentuate tie need for more

cOmprehgnsiveMeasures. The philosophical.and political realities Of the,'

three administrations involved ,up to the present in this pursuit of the

quality of life caused this admiAistrative%reed to revolvearound three

major eonsideration8 in attempting to evaluate a program. In order,of

importance, to these administrators; these three mere economy; efficiency

and effectiveness. While all three of these should be incorporated

into any evaluation methodology, the pre-existing priority given to them

by the federal government (for allthe wrong'reasons,,ifOne's main

concern
,
is the improvement of thequality of American life) differs from

that which most of the social scientists would advocatg.

I
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. . ,

The three needs' can be summarized by asking threeguestion's:,
.

,

, ,, ;,., , .

.. .

"Where are we nor ? "; "Where do vp want to be 4 some tu.tuietimer!; i
. / . .

/ 1'

and "Hoir-dp;we want to go frOm-thiS'Prbsent_te,that--faturer The Os
.,,,!,

...
,/ ,. . .0.

...,

,. .
.

. -

ii ....., ',.
;-

,..

__., in the 'informationion netbFiary tcansWelyeach_questionjiave been disCuseed'''' 'tiff t'
.

,
.

.1. 1 111
i

4

\I . .

fram the perspeetiNres,,of, the two parties mostinvolved'in them: namely
Y .

the federal governmen and the: social soientiSts . or themost

the concerns of these two are compatible and complimentary;_ 16 the state
,

..-_____
Of the, nation chutes, however: with, concomitant, -rises inwiectationg,..,..

,.

, .
.

,

,

this situation may change. The ,governrient has a more. short-term perspective
f ", , I'

R

than the social scientists: for it ie.pamarily interested in better C
,..- 31 .:.-N

''.., '

.
Prodrams, in the 'future and'bettei. Operation of Coasting programs. The.

11,

,

social scient',:sts, hoirever5.place their emphasis on pl devplopment anni
6 -

:implementation of a general -system of measures :whisii will satisfy,. the

0.
existing needs left by the present. sYsterz (if it can be so-dignified c..

.

by the term):.,J1:seems too. goal of the governmentwiilbe.
L

7

reached before that of the social scientists and: if this occurs: the

L
.

social scientists vill be faced uith tlic task of convincing "the federal
. r

governMent that morvust still be done. The eXaAple Of the economic
. . .

. .

" .
.

indicators presently Used by the federal government does not give.one

much hope in this regard, for it has been known for many yeaiss and stated.4

-

many times that the present set is inadeq uate and new sets have been
.

deVeloped-by.social scientists, but, change, comes Slowly, if at all:

in the'federal bUreaucracy and so the'set of economic indicators continues-

largely as usual.

1.

4 4
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41.1.7,8001AL I1 DICATOR,51.
. 0

13ocial ihdicators,are 'alwaysprelated to values and- goals., Thei
a. ,*

- *-
_are measurAg,that enple the user ta (1) assess the social condition of. -

, . ..

. '

some area or group with respect to some value or goal and' ('2)' evaluate ''
, v'. - -. : . .

the Impact of public programs deiigned to realiie that'value or achieve
,-

. c. -
, .

i. - c. , . .

that foal. Almost all of the entries listed in, this bibliographypoUld

1 '
..

.
. \ ri

endorse this definition. Iti, embodies the'reajorpart of (51.1.1 of ilk) .iaricials, -,\
. --

. .

definitioas,given, ail of which wereremarkable siMilar.
47:

"Iii,respect;-66 the three heeds disbussed in thepreC4ding

section, this-definition of spcial,inalcatcors very clearly satisfies'
. .

them: The need for same ordering process for the'socialinfjormatiad
. , ..

... . 7
being collected is satisfied by the;use.of Social indicators themselves.

) : -. ., : ., ........

With social indicators setting the context for data collection, much'of
A

, , .

the incompatability Sand non-cooOlnation of present data series would

0

be eliminated, because the,standara-meth9dology of social indicators
_

type
.1

determine the type (lad form of all` information to ba collected. .Conse-

. .

(Neatly-, it would be possible to, obtain en accurate 'plot e of society,
11--..r ,

..

. . i . ...

... " .,
.

..-
ithich wRiad' greatly facilitateAhe' establis.riment of priorities. The

.

)

.\.. .---
..:,1....,,.

erlstene ,of- problems, both emerging and'persisting:; wou.14 be\more evidet
..,---- 1,....^......,,,,,,

.f

.
'4, .

'

°

- and their magnitudp, the-populatifon segments affected, the geographical
-,.

. .4
s .

.
1.

area&invoived, and so on, would be: known mbre'exactly. This knowledge
.... ,

.

alone would enable,priorities to be set according to statistically sound
..2

3-'
reason's; rather than the political reasons which 'now'play such a prominent

role. By establishifig criteria for measuring the movement totlard a
. . . . .

. -1

specifically- stated goal by means Of a program, social indicators enable

\.

administrators -to evaluate. the success or failu're of the program 'in

more important and revealing dimensions-than thts. economic.

14"),z

,
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,

'^4 , ti' I. 4
e' Social indicators are the units which make up the systems ofN\

, .

'.1...e'''. 5.ndiCators'whi6)1 are 'actually the tpols described in this paper.. A
. . .

A
-=, .

'system of indicato is in. effect h model of society into which relevant
,

.,- .
,,

informatiodis fed with the use of social indicators. This model must
E. a

. I.

. ", contain a statement of goal's and .desird'd attainment ;eyels: It- will.
A . .

-

g. ,

-ref
.

lect, the values the population segment involved. The information
,

. , .
../ % '

.
,

be '=tat which' assesses present conditions and evaluates progress %
.

s :-
- . -4. .

toliards the,goal./.11 kimmary:listingof the many functions of such
.

a
..

. ' 1
a 0

,

social indicator system as deSorii)ed bY the entries okthis bitliegraphSr
ej. ) 1

1 .

are: , .

... .
.

6 .

1. Measure the extent of social ill's and-Socil'well-being in

-- Aka society. ' ,

. .

, . .

. .

2. Measure the gap betw n the current. extent of social: ills and /

the:'statp.of-t 1I-being-dediaredto bethe goal: .

5. Provide tt ctural inf6rmation on the. past
,

and the teesent.
. . ,.. .

.
,

.

.
14. ASSeSs where More and bettekinformation iS required.

,,.

0- - - - 0. A .,

;5, Measure the social costsa.nd'netreturnS On investments ie. ,

'Social programs. . \ .j

6.,Measure the 'costs d ben4fits of each
by which goals mi:ghie achieved.

9 I
7. Establish criteria of

evalUati\on.

I.

- 8. Formulate goals.

of the alternatives

9T flake informed decisions about national priorities.
. - .

. .

ldiImprave. understanding of'wHatthe future is likely to be.
. : °: - 4., .

., . 11. Indicateontrol mechanisms.' .

4' the-12. COntfi to to .nalsis o4 social change.
. ,.

.
t ,

. _,. : ,

.
. .\ ....---..

... ,
....

r

. .c

.
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THE PRIVACY QUESTION,

There are many unsolved problems associated with the developMent

of a statistically sound system of social indicators. In the near future,

it. Seems certain that solutions to thesd problems_ will be found, aiJ. that

.

a social indicator system of some sort will be implemented, most probablg

by-the federal government and ou a- national scale. But the implementation-

'of such a system raises yet another przoblem, one far more'seriius in its

consequences than any of those connected with the ,system's development.

For thks problem is the pq.tential for large-sdale invasion of privacy

which-is inherent in the use of indicator systems and data collection. .
t`

This potential for the invasion of privacy-Cannot be eliminated

by restructuring the indicator systim, for anY system that possesed no

potential for the invasion of privacy could not produce the information

or perform the functions described in the previmis sections. So the use

of an indioator System must necessarily involve this potential for invading

Privacy.

Obviously, therefore, the benefits possible from the use of this

system must outweigh the possible casts frda the invasion of an individual's

privacy. Not only must the users of the system believe this, but, more

importantly., the people across thedfation must believe it. ThiS belief ."

- must rest uponthe-trust and confidence that the people have in the

integrity., and responsibility of the system's users, that is, in all

probability, the federal government. And this is precisely the problem:

The AmericanPeople, by and large, simply do not believe that the

federal gavenment is capable, honest and forthright. They do not have

the degree of trust in the federal government which, is essential if a

social indicator system is to be implemented on the scale and in the

121
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manner necessary, to achieve its full potential. The reasons for this

mistrust are too well known to.anyone likely to be using his bibliography

to be discussed here, :lather a short listing of the major reaOns will

suffice to shotr the depth and complexity of this mistrust and the great*

difficulty involved in dispelling it. The following 'seem to be the

major causes of this national mistrust: the so-called credibility,gap; the

federal govermmerit's involvement in Southeast Asia; its inaction Ind,

1 inpmeinhances disregard for the dying environTent; the complacency
.. ,,

. , . .

of-thefederal government in attempting to change the unjust conditions of

America's, minority populations and the corresponding hostility towards

the government of these people; and the belief that tide-sp ad corruption

exists throughout the federal and state levels of government.

The.historidal response to suchyidespread mistrust and

dissatisfaction on the part of the American people has been to replace

the present politicatleaders with ones believed to be more capable and

honest.honest. But Lihere are such political leaders nou? unfortunate.,

/
both for-the nation:generally and for a social indicator system specifically,

that the very, very few :persons capable,of generating'trust among the

America poeple are highly unsuitable as political leaders to the sources

of power in American politics. Deedless to say,".vithout the support of

-at least some-of these power sources, a person, no matter how sterling

his qualities' and capabilities, will never be able to be elected.

So the situation wit* respect-to a social indicator syste? comes' .

down to this,impasse. Its use is absolutely dependent upon the trust

of the American people for its users, the government. But this trust

does not exit to the necessary degree. Therefore, any indicator system

will be largely ineffective, that is) will be unable to adequately

1.17;

O
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perform itmany and sorely needed functions until this trust is

present. And realistically pit does not appear that such trust will

be forthcoming in the near, future.

After reading most of the entries listed in this bibliography,

i am convinced that a social indicator system of the type described,

for example, by *Bertram M. Gross, is vitally necessary if this nationis

ever to achieve a quality-of-life for all its people. And yet, despite

this conviction, if the present national adininistratd.ori (or any of the

likelyeuture administrations) were to inaugurate a social indicator

system identical to the one proposed by
/'
Gross, I would in no way cooperate.

J) I would-giVe no information about myself. I would not condone, and

would do all that I couldto prevent, the release of any information

about myself by an institution or person. This saddens me, for/I believe

that a social indica, rz system is very necessary and can be extremely

useful -in the pursuit and achievement of the duality Of life, and it :

frightens mel'for'he present mistrust of thefederalzovernmentlr

Iactivities is imply another name for feat4..

T. McVeigh;

#4+
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1. Dorfman, Robert (ed.). Measuring Benefits of Government Investments.
Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1565. ,

i -t
,

The lack of adequate criteria with which to measure the value of a
project was the reason for holding the conference at. the Brookings
Ins 'tution on November 7-51,1563, which. resulted in this report. The

.sta d purpose of the conference was "to assist in th4 development of
new echniques for measuring the benefits and costs oipublic invest-
ments", but' the'conference discussions, primarily betireen academics
and practitioners, actually focused on conceptual, and not methodologi-
cal, issues. The main question addressed, and therefore the major

. :part of the report, was concerned with how far the traditional benefit-
cost analysis-could be extended to areas of government investment, other
than water resources and defense.

am,

.

2. Gross, Bertramli.A The City bf Han: Systems-Acceunting,"
in William R. EiJald, Jr.,, (ed.), Environment for Man: The Next

Fifty Years.. Bloomington: IndialTWaversitY Press,

pp. 136-156.

!

Gross explores five areas which have been developed from the

new emerging ideas bn urban plahning: -(1) American urban environments,

----
especially megalopolis, as the society increasingly moves from an indust-

1

,rial to a post-industrial_condition; (2) urban social systems

abcounting; (3) the needfor a vision.of the City of Man orrAnthropolis;

(4) the impexatives.of power in the planning process; and (5) the

self-identity of planners. All but the second are concerned with the

social system itself or aspects of it. In these four areas, cross-

---escribes-the present situation and states. the characteristics of Anthro-

polis, the principles, as it were, which he hopes trill come to epaace

those now prevalent and contributing to the existing,urban deterioration.

_ Thetplace and function of urban planners'within this new social system

is also iscussed:
The second area, social systems accounting, focuses on the!absbIute

.necessity of providing for man ,in models of society, a: point central to .

Gross' work on this subject. lie proposes five aspects of social systems

which must be present if this is to be achieved: (1) the pOsition

of individuals and groups as thePentral elements in the social system's

structure; (2) the satisfactions or frustrations of these elements as

the most important dimensions in the social system's performance; (3)

-the continuing process of conflict and' cooperation between a social

system and its environment and among its subsystems; (Li) a complexity

,based both on interrelated subsystems and on the conesinment of systems

within larger systems; and(5) the."looseness" of a system, that is,

one composeolof subsysitems which are partly autonomous, imperfectly

coordinated, i)Aitf.,illSr controllable and never coMpletel* knowable.
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. "Planning: Let's get Leave It to the 3conomists:
Challenge 14 (September,Octobef, 1965), pp; 30-33.

Speaking against:the preremption of what Passes as national
planning in this country by economists, Gross diScUsses the results of
this, concluding that economic planning is more than mercy economic.
He also gives a very brief description of his use of modern systems
theory to set forth a structure- performance model'of society.

4. . "Urban Napping for 1976. and 2060," Urban Affairs Quarterly
0 , ,5 (December, 1969), pp. 121-142.

, .

Gross discusses the interrelatioriships and interdependencies of
three aspect of "Ilrbanpmapping": citizen particiPation, date collection
at the local level and sequential model building. He illustrates the
need for a shif from the federal to all levels of government' and presents
his views on the emerging nev s of metropoIitan',14sderslip4

With respect tosocial rep tingl,howeirer, in view of Gross"
large contribu#on to research on this subject, the most useful section
of .this papery one Which should be read together `frith his more technical
lOrks, liSts and\escribes seven examples of the kinds of'concepts
which Gross uses -n his own work in deireloping.a general system frame-
work for urban model-building. These concepts essentially serve. as
guidelines helping to keep the,author's-work in-a realistic perspective.

t,

5. Helmer, Olaf with Bernice.arown and Theodore "Gordon. Social
Technology; Mdw York:' Basic Books, Inc., 1966.

-

N

This book's major concern is a "reappraisal o_f_methodblogy in the
social sciences. It will not only =attempt to estabgehthe. need for
such a reappraisal, but will offer spe'cif'ic proposal§'formethodological
modification of traditional procedures." The primary changes recommended
Pare the use of mathematical and simulation models and the expanded use
of experts.- But the most informative and innovative section of the
bookis-entitled, "The Society'of the suture," for here the author
explores three problems associated with research on the future,, all
directly related to social indibators: (1) 'prediction (2) with
individual preference, and (3)-,with a democratic choice mechanism for
expressing social. Preference.

o. Holleb, Doris B., ,S'ocial and Zconomic. Information for Urban Planning.
Volume I - Its Selection and Use °. Volume II - A Directory of
Data Sources. Chicago: The Center for Urban Studies, The Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1969.

/

As the body of statistical informationzrelevant, to urban problems
i orease6,:the need for directpried and inventories of sources is
,ob ous.. This is an attempt to supply these needs by citing the data
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1
'

requirements of urban planning and the sources of.available data in the
areas of population, housing, transportations economic performance,
education, social welfare, health, public safety, environmental quality
and leisure time activity, all of which are presented with the intention'
of increasing, the sensitivity and awareness of the ,planner to the inter-
relationships among social, economic and physical factors involved in .
urban planning.

7. Moynihan, Daniel_ P. "Urb Environment: General," ;in.BeitramEN.

Gross (ed.), Social In elli ence for America's Future. .Bostorp
211yn'and Bacon, -Inc:, 1 9, pp. 495-519.

As the title suggests, t. s article conteins.the thoughts of the
..,author on a variety of subjects related-to the urban'environment. A
good portion of these thoughts e devoted to social indicators, in which
heynihan agrees with Gross that "the object of 'social indicators should
be to report the condition of man in the' metropolitan area in three,
categories: (1) individuals; (2) 'families; 'and (3) institutions."
The author. 'offers four guidelines which he believes are essential to the
development of an adequate and Usable indicator system. Indicators v
must be (1) in the realm of disaggregation and correlation, .(2) pan -

political,, (3),. both present- and,future-oriented, and (4): able to

provide comparisons between local data, average national: data and data
corresponding. to "best practice" in various fields.

b.

8. Natfohal Research Council,Advisory Committee on Governmental -

Programs in the BehavioralScioncees The Behavioral Sciences and
the Federal Government. / Washington, D.0 ::' National Academy of

'Saiences_Publication 1660 1968.
------

!.1

,

The pote tial contributions of the social and behavioral sciences
to governmental policies and programs anq the relationship's which must
exist if both the sciences and the government are to extract full, benefit
from these contributions are the major subjects of this report. It

calls for a pluralistic approach to government support of these sciences
and a greater concern for the advantages and necessity of such support
on the ,art of the government.

9. National Scienceoard, Special: Commission on the Social Sciences.
Knowled e into Action: Imerovin the Nation's U6 of the Social
Sciences. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Pr nting Office,
170,7

In response to the charge of "making .recommendations for increaAg
the useful application of the social sciences in thd solution of contemp-
orary social problems," this Special Commission focuses on the relation
of the social sciences to the various sectors composing this society.
One section, entitled "Providing Better Social SCiende Data," is\
particularly relevant tothe purpose, of this bibliography. This section

.recommends three steps in order to provide more adequate' information
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about thq state of the nation: (1) an increase in bah public and private
faxecirg- for intensified research to develop better socialiindicators;
(2) increased linkages, to be provided by .the federal governments between
bodies of data already being collected; and (3) increased provisions
for the protection of privacy.

10: U.S: President, Commission on National Goals. Goals for Americans:
Programs for Action in-the Sixties. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 15 0:,:""

1

°Maintaining that a rededication to the principle that every human
being shall be free to develop his capacities to the fullest extent,
this Commis4on report identifies goals, both national and internationals
and proposes various related programs. While this report's substance ,

is hardly controversial or comprehensive, nevertheless it is worthy of
attention, if only for the "fact that an attempt' was made on a national
level to establish a series'ofgoals for this country.. It is unfortunate
that these attempts are relegated to a state' of inactions more often
than not, by political powers..

,:

A. 4, .

11. U.S Presidents Science Advisory Committee, Life Sciences Panel,'
Behavioral Sciences Sdbpahel. -Strengthenin the Behavioral
Sciences. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Governmen Pr n, ng 0 f ce,

176;27

Noting the progress in the developmentof methods for data collect-
ing and processing, this Committee calls for the systematic collection -of
basic behavioral data concerning the structure and fundtioning of United
States society. Furthermore, the federal government is urged to take the
lead in this endeavor.

0
4
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12. *Horowitz, Irving L. and Lee Rainwater. "Comment: -Social'Accounting
for the Nation," Trans-action (May, 1967).

These two social scientistsdiscuss the advantages and disad-,
vantagei of the _passage of Senator'NOndaless bill -(see NO. 13) to create
a Council of Social Advisorslto provide for an InnUal Social Report and
to establish a Joint Committee on the Social 'Report in.the.Oongress.
Both are very much in favor of passage, citing, the benefits and:changes
it will bring to-both government agencies anCthe social sciences.

'13. Mondale, Ualter F. "New Tools Tor Social Progresslt! The Progressive
-,31 .(September; 1967), pp. L28 -3]..

In this article, the.sponsor of the Pull Opportunity and Social
Accounting Act (see No. 14) explains the reasons for his sponsorhip
of thiS legislation- and_' its purposes. His concern,,forthe "social
health of the nation", together with the 'realization that improvement

uas hindered by the inadequacy of existing social measures and information,
was the major force behind this legislation.. The,sections of the Act, if

;passed and implemented, mould, according to the author, improve the
quantitative knowledge of, social needs, enable the-measurement of
progress or lack of it at all levels of government toward 'realizing social
objectives and assist in a more 'knowledgeable ordering OT priorities.
This article goes beyond the legislation itself'to its_pponsor, enabling
the reader to better understand the causes and hopes whickled to his
spOnsorship of this Act.

7

U.S. Congress, Senate. Committee on Government Operations, Sub-
committee on Government Research, Ninetieth Congress, First
Sessibn. Hearings on-the-Ftll o.. ortunit and Social. Accountin
Act. (S. &3) Parts I, TI, III. 'Was n on .0.: ;U.S.

Government Printing Office, 1968.

These hearings, held duAng 1967, were on legislationintroduced
by Senator Mondale; which mould create a Council of Social AdiiSors
mithin the Office'of the President, provide for an annual `social report;
,establish a joint committee on the social report in the Congress, and
encourage the development of a system of social. indicators to measure
the quality of American life.

0,4
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U.S. Congress, Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,
Special Subcommittee on IlValualion and Planning of Social pro-
grams. Ninety -first Congress, First and Second Sessions. -

Hearin s on the Full s ortunit Act S. 5 to Promote the
Public 'Welfare. Dias ngton, .C.: U.S. Goverransnt Printing
Office, 1970.

These hearings were held in July and December of 1969 and irk,
March of 1970. The bill. discussed.. establishing fu13..social opportunity
for every American as a national goal, placing primary responsibility
for its achievement with the Federal Government. Similar to the bill
previously discussed, it would establish a Counail of Social Advisors
to the president, an Office of Goals and Priorities Analysis in the
Congress and calls for an Annual Social lieport from the President to the
C6ngress.

9
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16. Almendinger, V., Emoryld. Franks ,and Joel M., Kibbee.

Urban and Regional Information Systems: On the Threshold of a-
Technology. Santa Monica, California: Systems' Development

Corporation, 1966.

Present'day urban and regional planning techniques increasingly
rely on the'systematic analygis of vast amounts of data. Ah information
system is a system which.eMplle an electronic computing facility to
develop information from a re bvant set of.data: -A gfeat number and

variety-of factors must be considered in the design and implementation of

I

urban and regional information Systems. This dOcument reviews-some of -
these factors, and serves as 4b.':prospectus for a study, of urban and

regional information systems as they relate to comprehensive planning and
programming. . .

17. American Society -of Planning Officials. Threshold. of Planning

Informatiori Systems. Selected papers presented at the ADP,

workshOps conducted at the ASP011ational Planning Conference,

l< Iiousori, ,April, 1967.

Presenteds a seriesof papers on the following specific
topics: the present state of information systems and-requirements for
future development; the exiaoration.of yarious,aspects of municipal

information systems, research; the geographic implications, of urban.infofmi-

tion systems; -and the, data processingfrequirements and needs of urban

planning.

18. Bauer, Raymond A. "Social Indicatorsiand Sample_puryays," Public

Opinion Quarterly 30 -(Fall, 1966), pp.- 339-352. ----

"In this, his Presidential-address-to-theAmerican Association
for Public Opinion Research on Pay 71.1966, Professor bauefiMakes-a-

strong plea for greater, use of sample surveys tocollect a greater variety

of basic social statistics. lie believes that this will enable us to plOt

trends, the better to measure progress toward the attainment of social
. goals and ;values. He points up emphatically the pioneering'role that
unofficial research can and should play,'especiAly'in,the area of
controversial innovation." (Abstract inPublic Opinion Quarterly).

4
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19. The Council of State Governments. Proceedings, Conference on
Information Systems Coordination. Washington, D.C.,; The
Coundil of State Governments, Committee on InformatioaSystets

/Januayy 29-30, 1968.

The participants of this Conference were members ois the executive,
'legislative and judicial blanches of state government in addition to
various professionals concerned with information systems.) The papers
presented here cover a wide range of Subjects'pertinentto the subject,
all revolving around the central focus of the.Conference.which was policy
at the state level of government.concerning-information-systtms:

20. dross, Bertram M. "Let's Have a Real State of the Union Messag01"
Challenge 14°(Hay-June, 1966), pp. 8-10. ti

. 4

Making a case, against the present content of the President's
State of the,Union Message for not identifying major trends in American
*society, reporting on the quality of life, both past and present, or
Stating goals in terms concrete enough to serve as guides to.action and
criteria of progress, Gross once again calls for an Annual:Social Report.

'from the President todeal with those areas presentlyneglected7--He
states that the initiation of Planning-Programming-Budgeting SysteM
(PPBj,) in every governmental agency has illustrated the need for the
development Of social indicators and places, the task of ordering this
social data on the Annual Social Report. Finally, he describes and
illustrates the faults in the present information system which misses, does
not and misinterprets much necessary data.' These faults would be
largely corrected by adequate social and economic indicators, which always
serve as both . "indicators and indictors."

21. Hclleb; Doris. B. "Social Statistics for Social Policy," in American
Society of Planning Officials, Planning 1968. Chicago: --

American Society, of Planning Officials, 191; pp. 80=85.

Stating that the present state of social i orMation is poor,
the author sees two main tasks:, (1)--the reorganiz tion of existing
soCial-data into usable and more illuminating form; and (2) .the
development of a'set of social indicators. A disc sion of social '

indicators, their characteristics and problems in their development,

,
t

-22. Russett, Bruce M., et al. World Handbook of Political and Social
Indicators. New Haven: Yale University Press) 1964.

//

The authors have attempted to compare many nations as to their
relative implementation of the fundamental human rights proclaimed by,
the Universal Declaratio of Human Righte. Using theSe rights as norms
to guide aspirations, d;ir': is presentedbovering the areas of human
resources, government politics, communications, wealth, imilth,

21. /
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. .t..
,

education, family -and social relations, distribution of wealth aAd .

income, and religion, Perhaps the most useful parts of this book in
terms of social'Indicators arelthose which try to discolier and analyze
trends and patterns wdsting in the data and which discuss the specific.
problems associated vith4obtaining accurate information in; such areas.

' ,
.

0 .

23. U.S. Department of Housing and Urban.Developtent. Urbanand.
Regional Information Systems: Support for Planning in kietrop-oli-

I tan Areas. Washington, D.G.: U:S. Government Printing "Office, .

..._ 1968. .....

./.

..

--_..-
_ ,

. ,,\.

.4
.. This report.provides.p aneovides. immediate and long \-range guidelines. for -

planning .agencies involved in planning the development and Implementation
..

of the computer-based Urban and Regional Information Systems
The repoi.t analyzbs the issues and problems raisgan the develop -

ment of a.URIS. Contents of the report are aimed at providing. lanning \,
professionals, as well as information system speciaiistil with a common

2
basis for planning a URIS.

The report presents a detailed exposition of problems and

/ .
diecuseibil 'of f-requirements for incorporating, the following data base
requirements and management capabilities in developrrient plans for an urban
and regional information system: (1) pi!ocedures for data base documentati4

(2) measures that assure data compatability; (3) policies and Procedures -

for data.release3 .and (Li.) plans for colitinuing'data acquipition.

.C.,
.. The, report also 'describes four.operatiodal features of URIS .

-..

data processing Systems that benefit the. planner. It is 'ecommended that

...
the .data processing system ccmponents,,of a-URIS:. (1) possess a compr6-
heneive set of processing capabilitieStor urban and regiAlal planning;
X2) .provide the mechanisms for planners to communicate easily with the
system and data base through a convenient nonprbgrammer language that- .

,. is oriented to users' processing needs; (3) respond to changes in users'
..,.. processing needs; facilitate incorporation of additional process-' J

*ing capabilities:.,
.

. ,' .

,
. An extensive bibliography and an index to the material are
provided in parts two and three of this report.

\, .

,---,..,.,_,,, ----- .

,

A _ --

''.

.. ,(.....

24. U.S. President's-Res ch Committee on Social Trends. 'Recent

---. Social Trends in ,t ie United States. *New ").Tiork: McGraw-Hills

Inc', 1934 ,
.

;I: .., 2. -

In twenty-nine chapters, .each devoted to a particular atpect of
American society this massive report documents iajor patterns and
characteristics of life in t1e United States. This is an extraordinary
endeavor, one which, unfortunately, has not been attempted to such an
extent since 1934

..

.

. :\. '

1

.

..

.
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. .25. Urban and Re ional Information SyLtems Association.
. .

, .

This orgam.zation'is "dedicated tc the advancement. of an
. . interdisciplinary and multiprofeSsional approach to the planning, designing,,-

and operating of urban .information systsms." Annually, from 1963, the
.

Association has punished papers presented at its conivenee; those
papers AO not,discuss social indicators directlbut their emphasis on .

:

information systbms'makes,an important contribution to their development.
It' should be noted that no Peers were published from. the 1963 Conferenbe
and that, for the conferences from 1961 through 19661, the papers were' ti

published under, the title; Selected Papers. of the e
Annllal donferena`

on Urban'pldnping Information Systems and PrograMs. .

-
,s - , .

26. Webber, Melvin U. lime Roles of Inelligence Systems in,Urban-
.

Systems; Planning," Journal of'the American Institute of -

"If!lanners . 31 (Covember, 1965T, a): 269:298:

V

11

"In respons e'to the growing demand for g od information: that
might support rational development,decieons 'in lligence-centers'

. *
are proposed, operating4with an interim programming t1.ategy. Thess
centers could serveithe 'multiplicity of grbups in the urban.areassupply;,7
in improved inventories and ,foregasts; and they -would serve goVernMental"
Investors by'-designing 'targets, programs and strategies forpublic
action. ,Thq:mould'inevit'abiy be engaged in politic6 and action, but,
theywould-bring the 'scientific rwality into-urban'affairs. They
are proposed as the effectiis city planninagencies for this era of.
flux:" CExcerptedrfm ATP Abstract)'

.---

s.

.4

.

4 4

dr, C.

.
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A A

B. Health Education and:Welfare
, .. A. . r -- .._

0 $ . 1 IP

2 7 . Coleinan) James) et al. Equality of Edition al. Opportunity. . -

.Washingtonl)D:C. U.S. Department' Of Health, 3ducationtand
telfarel.,Office of Educatibn; 1966:

, ...

' This survey was requested. by Congress 'to provide a comprehensive
.., data Collection on a, national scale' in the' field. of educational opportun-

ity. _Focusing' on- six racial, and ethnic .groupb'-in the .,Unitedi,States,
theeArvey, 'attempts tolorov-ide informatibn,on the following questions:

- 41) " the extent Of racial and ethnic segregationL in the public schools;,
,(2) the -extent of equal, educational opportunity -offered- by the schools

. V using several indicators; , (3) the ;degree of learning by the stud
p as meeenred 'by' performanceiblVstandardize achieument' tests ; and, .

. (t) ai* possible relatiOnshibb .tbetween -s udents 1: achievements and the
'k types of schools they attend. : ) t

4'

.
5 -

,.

.-"7..)
....,- . 4, ,

28. Gun:, _Ted. "A Causal /fodel of Ciiil t* SO ,,A .Comparative-rAnalysid-7.-..,.,--,
Using Um: Indices;'' The American' Political Soi.ence Review
62 (Decenibei-% 1968), pp: 1.104-1124. . .

,
.8

. This paper: describes Am part /the product. of research -unde,rtaken
'no assess 'and:, refine a .causal model 'of 'the,:gereral. condition of several
forma of!. civil strife, nsing,crosS-sectional .arialyses of data collected .

. 4or ill; polities." ,The author's argument comes-Cs of stipulating-. a .set
of variables said to ,determine the likelihood and magnitude of civil

-strife. _Briefly; tjle,model stateethat relative, deprivatioif is the
fundamental precondition for...ciVil Strife And-that this ;relation is -
medi:ated)b.y four societal-variables::' coercive potential) institutionali-
tatiOn) facilitation and the legitimacyf of the Rolitic,'al regime in which

4

Of

strife occurs. , ,

2 9 k Heer,--David'N. .Socia.I Statistics and theme. Cambridge:
Harval,d-I1 Joint aii-tan Studies,

, This .'report of Ya bonferenoeleld in Washington) D.C. on-June
22 -23, 1967, is not partiCulariy innovative or even comprehensive in its
emphasis: -Sut, because it is concerned frith the present inadequacies
of the .S.rdensus in'the quality and!quantity of data, especially
the. urban Phbr) its inclusion`in this bibliographelt. to. be nocesiary),.
*0 no other retb.stin than the fact that the initial step int)e develop-
ment a set of social indicators is the improverrkent .02 'present informa-
tion systems, among which. the Census is predominant. SoMewhat cautions.

. 'recommendations were endorsed by the participants Of the Conference on
I the fo4.044.ing topics: improving coverage of Blacks, Puerto Ricans and

gerLcans in the Census, iMproVing the vital statistics for these groups,
and needed additions in available social statistics for theSe three
groups.

rI
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30. Miller, S41.3 Martin Rein, Pamela Roby and Bertram M. Gross.
"Poverty, InequalitY, and Conflict," in Bertram 114 Gross (ed.),
Social Intelligence foAmerica's Future. Boston: Allyn and
Bacon,Inc.1.1969, pp.-263 -329.

Unlike most of the entries in this bibliography, this paper views
its subject from the perspectives of non - government organizations and
'their needs. Its major premise is that a new definition of poverty,
nudely "relative deprivation," is .necessary. Within this definition,
six dimensions measuring the quality of life are proposed: income,
assets, basic services, social mobility and education, political position,
and status and satisfaction. Indicators. are proposed Which will asst
in illuminating existing inequalities. In addition, the development of
indicators is recognized as originating from'two necessary perspectives:
the firstis*from an" observed problem to the necessary indicators. and
the second, in4an attempt to assess current policies, moves from programs
to indicators.

.

31. Morgan, James N. and games D. Smith. -19Heasures of Economic Well-
Offness and their Correlates," The AmericamEconomic Review
59 Way, 1969) pp. 450-4624

This article is:a good example of how economic research,'when
carriedsout with a recognition of its sociological implications, can
assist and perhapsaccelerate the development of social indicators to

4he'level ,of present economic indicators. A theoretiCal model of the
interrelationshiPs between various kinds of economic behavior, economic
status:and attitudes, was tested and supplemented by surveys on the
background., of the family heads; arriving_it an index of well -offness.
This research was in this way brought directly to bear .upon various

ec; poverty and its causes.

r

32. Runciman, W.G. Relative Deprivation and Social Justice. Berkeley;
University of California Press, 1966. .

t . . .

Aftera brief outline of historical-changes and trends in
Britishsocietyp'the author attempts-to-answer'twonuestions.' The
first is, Nhat is the relatioh between institutionalized inequalities
and the awareness or.resentment of th6.": And the second, "Which, if.
any,. of these inequalities, ought tobe perceived and resented- - -- whether
they are orndt--7-by the standards of social justice? 'Evidence .- -

presented with_ rezpect to the first is taken primarily from a, national
-Samge survey carried out by the author in 1962. The second obviously
does not lend itself to such techniques, but the author discusses ore
possible. answer, using a modified version of the .contractual theory. of

justice. In addition, he discusses the differences in social justice
with respect to the tlifferent dimensions of social inequality
class, status and parer. ,

i
.

. . . Because poverty,is' generally considered by researchers in this
field as relative deprivation rather than as a static condition, this
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.book by attempting and largely succeeding to assess the degree of
relative deprivation in a national 'society is a very useful study. One

hopes that a similar endeavor be undertaken soon in this country.

e

3. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Vrelfare. Office of Program

Analysis% ftealth, Education and Welfare Indicators. Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1957 -February1.1967,
monthly.

Published monthly, this publication features articles on major
problems and issues in. the areas of health, education and welfare.
It also presents current data in these, areas.

34. U.S.:Epartment of Health, Education and Welfare. Office of Program

Analysis. Health, Education and Welfare Trends. Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1959-1967, annually.

In two parts, Trends reports the annual statistical information
concerning "program operations and current social, demographic and
economic developments affecting future directions in health, education
and welfare." Part I presents national data for several paSt decades
in various subject areas, thus providing a long-term perspective.
Part II, entitled "State Data and State Rankings in Health, Education and
Welfare,! and issued separately, shows the relative degrees of response
.among the states to prbblems of health, education and welfare.

ti

35. . Office of Program Analysis. New Directions in Health,

Education and Welfare. Washington, D.C.: W.S. Government
Printing Office, 1963.

This publication is a series of papers dealing with various
aspects of health, education and welfare, of which have previously
been featured in the monthly Indicators of HEW.' From the introduction,
tits publication is anPoutgrowth of analysis undertaken during the /Debt
two years of program developments and needs in the Department of Health, _

Education and Welfare by the Office" of Program Analysis."

1-

. ,
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36. Bradburn, Norman M. and David Capiovitz. Re orts on Happiness.
Chicago: .Aldine Publishing Company, 19 5.

The sub-title of this book is "A. Pilot Study of Behavior Related
to Mental Health.'" The authors are engaged in a program of research
geared to measuring periodically the socio-psychological state of the
American public in the hopes of determining trends folu,the nation as a
whole'and for various subgroups with respect to many different indicators
of mental health. Asa part of this long-term esearch, this b6ok
repOrts the authors' findings of their -study of four Illinois communities
concerning-the happiness or the mental well-being ,of the inhabitants.
The purpose (and substance) of these efforts is described by the authors:
With more detailed knowledge of how people live their; lives, what
problems they encounter in their everyday activities and how they cope
with these problems, how they view their relations with other people;
and how they spend their time, we should be in a better position-to
determine the nature of mental health, as well as to study the causes
of mental illness."

37. Cantril, Ha.dley. The Patterns of Human Concerns. New Brunswick:
Rutgers UniverlaT'Press,1933:

Mile there is little enough research being done on social
indicators and reporting, there is even less statistical work being done
on. the development of measures of the feelings of people within the
context of social reporting. This book provides concrete information
about the hopes'and fears of persons in various stages of development
within their own culture and in a variety of countries in varying phases
of development. The approach is psychological, rather than sociological.
From his survey data, the author constructs a possible pattern of human
concerns, presenting the sequential phases ofZ concerns as external and
internal circumstances lath respect to 'persons change. 1-

38. Richard, Robert. Subjective Social Indicators. Chicago: National
'Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, September, 1969.

,

This is:in no way a scholarly or research report; rather it is
intended for use as a guide to policy-makers and social-action agencies
involved in program planning and evaluation research. It reports on a
methodological study undertaken to define and measure a set of variables
mhich collectively should yield a "social profile of target areas." The
"subjective" in the title refers to those measures of attitudes, preferences,
aspirations and so forth, and, as such, present6 information about an
area of social reporting often ignored.

70 4
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D. Natural Resources

39. Landsberg, Hans H., Leonard L. Fischman and Joseph L. Fisher.
Resources in America's Future: Patterns or Requirements and
Availabilities 1960-2000. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press,
1563.

Using projections of the suDply.and demand of natural resources
available to the United States, the authors put forth the follo4ng
questicn: !'Given that both population an&expectations will increase'
duringhe last four decades of the century, can the Uniied,States rely
on sufficient natural resources to sustain.a(rate of economic growth
sufficient to achieve these increased expildtations?" Tn answering, the *
authors have divided the book into three parts:, Requirements fdr-Future
Living; Demand for Key Materials; and Adequacy of the Resource tase,
Generally, their-findings are encouraging, provided that certain, broad
lino of action which they propose are carried, out.

ti

.10
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e
*.!. E. HouSin and Urban Development.

40. Columbia University, Bureau of Applied. Social Research. Design for
the Use of Survey Research inAheLEvaluation.of.the Impact of.
the Model- Cities Program on the Reaidents.cf.godel-Citf

tr Neighborhoods. 'New York: Report submitted to-U:S. Depa-rtment'
of Housing And 'Urban Development, December-;'.1968.

6
*

The model described in this report is designed to answer:the
question "How does the program effect the whole system of variabled
in, which those which are intended to be affected. are embedded?"
In-short, both' direct and indirect consequences are the subject, of this ,.-

'evaluation model. This report begins with an analysj.s ofpovertY from
several perspectives, then develops and applies- various sets of categories
from basit social thepry to guide the constraction.of measures of the
quality of life. These include: "the ecbnOmic, status and power dimensions
of life; the behavioral, attitudinal and cognitive'aspects of individual,
responses; the objective and subjective evaluation of changes; and the
individual, interpersonal, institutional and community responses."
In'the remainder.of the, report, these concepts are operktionalized with
the majorieMPhaais'being on(the measureMent of bothiocial contexts
and individual responses with respect to the Model-Cities .Program.

41. Jacoby, Joan E. "DEWS-.--District Early Warning System for Neighbor-
hood Deterioration," in Urban and Regional Information Systems
for Social. Programs, Papers from the Fifth Annual Conference
of the Urban and RegiOnal Information Systems .Association, Garden
City, lieu York:, ,September 7-9, 1967.'

DEWS is a tool for physical and social city planning to evaluate
and support programs for community renewal in relocation and housing
programs. Its purpose is-tc,:reCord the amount and intensity of change
on a block face level'to show impact of,programs on neighborhood conditions.
It will attempt to integrate social, economic and property infqrmation by
using records of local housing code violations, welfare recipients,
crime and health yialations Which will be-correlated to indicate changing
status of blpcks as they improve or deteriorate. It will maximize the
effectiveness of local, government planning boards by giving them concrete
data with to sell their program and to aid in preventing further
-chaos in renewal programs. This system will be 'tested in an area of
'Washington, D.C.

A flow diagram of the DEWS operation and an Appendix of'Infor-
Mation contained in DEWS are inclxided. {Conference Abstract)

4
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A

A. ascills Problems and Aspects

.

42. Bauer, Raymond A. "Social Indicators: Or Working.in a Society

which Has Better Social Statistics," in Stanford, Anderson (dd.

JElannini for Diversity and Choice. Cambridge: The NIT Press,

1966, pp. 237-29.

This paper was presented at a conference held at MIT in October
of 1966 which had the intention of providing information and opinions
on the improvement of architectural education in the United States.

-As such, Bauer addresses himself mainly to the architectural professiori
and its data requirements. However; the paper provides a good summary
of the thinking of one of the foremost researchers. on social indicators
on the presE,nt deficiencies of available social statistics, forces in

the society working both for and against the development of a sy:Stemof
indicators and the characteristics, uses and techniques moSit,likely to be
involved in the social.data system which uill eventually emerge.

He discusses the fairly recent increases in interest and research
on social, indicator syitems and briefly presents his opinions concerning
the likely outcome of such endeavors.

1.3. Gross, Bertram M. and hichael Springer (eds.), "Political Intelli-

gence for America's Future," The Annals of the American Acade_

of Political and Social Science 3 March, 1970. Entire issue.

The three part6 of this issue are: "On Societal Guidance;"
"The Uses pf Social Knowledge;" and "On Social Accounts." Within each part
are presented several papers by some of the most notable respachers in'

the field of social indicators and accounting. The first part focuses

on the guidance function,of social accounting, in terms of managing
society, the system of legislative intelligence and the knowledge and
mobilization of a societal unit. 'The second part explores the uses of

social infOrmation for political institutions, industry and urban,
institutions and experts. The third speaks about indicators of culture,
utilizing the°examples of television,violebce, of foreign involvements
on the part of the United States, values With respect to poverty'and
race relations in America and finally discusses an analytic framework for

social reporting and policy analysis.
One chapter, in particular, entitled "Social Indicators, Reports

and Accounts: 'Toward the Management of Society," is especially
recommended for its overview and analysis of the major trends in research
on social reporting.

---------- '

1
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44. Gross, Bertram lq.',(ed.). Social Intelli ence for America's Future.
.Boston:. Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,. 19,9.. .

This vOlumeifirstappeared as the May and-September issues of'
The Annals bf the American Acede .of Political and Social Science for
19n 7..

.

. 4
\. z. Of the five' parts into which thisflrolume is'divided, the first,

entitled "Some Basic Issues," is,most-pertinent td the topic of this
. bibliography, The severity, of the.domestic`Ri4elligence gap" is under-

scored and its consequences, particularly-iiith respect to rational, adequate
'. policy-making, is explored.' Part &le-mainly analytesthe.reasons for this

gap,, ranging from technidafprOblems in the develOpRontand use of indica-
tors hemselves to ignorance on the part of policy,- makers as sto their

. purpode. A rather leng4Wand eomfrehensiva table,-"Indicator Suggestions,"
is very useful and to the range and variety of, data . .

necessary for adequate social;reporting in the future. , . (-
, Parts Two, Three, 'tour and Five e-discass in varying detail the
most obvious defects i existing social information on several areas of

. .

social concern. While these sections inzenera are not directly relevant
i to this bibliography, the reader is referred-tO three chapters which are:

"Science, Technology and Change by John Ilaale (see No. 39);, "Poverty,
Inequality and Contlict" by S.M.- Hiller a al. (see No. 23); and IlUrban,
Environment: General" by Dabiel P. Noinihan (see No, 7),

_

4

45.Katzman, flartin T. "Social Indicators and Urban Public Policy,"
American Society of Planning Officials, Planning 1968.
Chicago: .American Society of Planning Officials, 1968, pp. 85-94.

Social indicators are daTined as "measurements-of social
phenomena whose movements indicate (1) whether a particular social
phonomenon is increasing or decreasing; and (2) whethei: a parti-
cular problem is getting better or worse relative to some goal,h
uith'the properties of scalability, reliability'and validity. The
interrelation of these, properties is developed...,

46. LawsonvSimpAn. "Academe: Peop*Uho Live in Cities Are Being
'Scrutinized, Analyzed, and Dissected by the Behavioral Scientists,"
City 3 (October, 3969),.Tp. 8-10.

The author summarizes very briefly some of the high points of
several,papers and discussions given at the conventions of the American
Psychological Association, the American Sociological Association, and the
American Political Science Association,-all held during the same week
in'September of'1969. in Washington, D.C. Because of its brevity, this
article offers no ins -depth analysis, but does raise questions about the
prbblemsNassociated with defining poverty as relative deprivation and a
few of the problems that these professionals see in social indicators.
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47. Michigan Office of Planning Coordination, Bureal6of Policies-and
Programs. sooiainiNichiaacilss,Resn:Prablenan;.
Lansing, Michigan: Prepared by Wayne Stated University Center
for Urban Studies,-January 1970.

This report outlines the pi liminaryendeavors in the develop-
ment of a regular system of social reporting for-the State of Michigan
and a region within the state. It reviews the existing' state of social
reporting in the state at the federal, state and local levels and
discusses various technical and conceptual problems in the development-
and use of societal data.

Of primary interest; hoWever is this report's attempt to
develop a social indicator system ,at the state level, an area usually
neglected by researcher in the field with their emphasis on national
social reporting. A selective number of areas were chosen for study
with:respect to the availability, reliability, comparability and, so
forth, of data at both the state and local levels. The first step necessary

,

is the development of a'set of social indicators, while, the second; which
is actually inherent in the first, is the resolution of the nature of
the causal relationships between arty indicator and the situations it was'
developed to measure.. This is considered to be the biggast problem.

Finally, a three part proposal providing for-retular and.
reliable public information on the quality oflife in hichiganis
pretented, calling for annual Social Goals and Indicator Reports,
supplemented. by more detailed annual reports in several areas of major
concern and the development of a supportiye program to improve;thel

quality of social data in these and other areas. As to the last part,

several recommendations which, if put into effect at once, would.begin
this improvement, are presented.

0

1i8. Sheldon, Eleanor B. arid Howard E. Freeman. "Notes on Social:Indi-'

caters: Promises and Potential. " Paper-presented at therStatr

iatical Users Conferehce, November, I969.

The authors present a detailed analysis of.socil indicators
with respect to 'ghat they, can and cannot do. According to this paper, .

indicators can contribute to "imPrbved descriptive reporting; td the
analysis oT social change; and to the prediction. of future social events
and social life," but cannot set goals and priorities, evaluate,progrpns
or develop a balance sheet. Their reasoning should'be considered care-
fully since their view of the limitations of social indicators are not
shared.by most 'of the researchers in this,field.

s

A
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,,
)9,, Cohen, Wilbur J. "Social Indicators: Statistics. for Pkdblic. Policy "'

Thd American Statistician 22 (October, 1968,:pp.

Fodusing on the needs of the Secretary of Health; Education
and Welfare, Cohen describes two `types of information heeded: first,
measures which describe :present conditions (social' indicators) and,/
second, meastres which suggest the' cast and effectiveness ..of varions
methods' of probldni resolutiOn. eaCcounts and .their functioriS
are alS'o;discirissed, as is the need fox:decision-makers and- acaminitrators
able to effectiVelPuse these kiz?ds ,of statistics:* .

t. o t

,r 1

50... Gross, -;)e,rtraili N. "The .New,,Systems Budgeting'" Public Adii3.riistration
Review 29 :(Ma.rch-ril, 1969), pp. '113-137.

.4,-4,
1

.1
, .

o
After describing and' explaining the present ,system of` planning-

programing4i;tudgeting, and.gividg.:a history of its development, "Gross
discusses the .potentials involved in the ;Continued Use- of PPBS. Most
inOortant fcr'our purpose is. the use of baSib systems conceps presently
overlooked: ' the social and physical environment of. a, system (and-
system-environment 'relatiOns), the structure of systeMs and subsystems.
(and the role of planned orunplanned structural Change),, and aspects of
system,performanceqor' functioning) other than, t_ he bare transformation of

' inputs into outputs." - .. , ,
0

7 In "short, this article analzzes PPBS as piesentlY used and as
it',Oark be used 'in the-.future in terms of the system structure.system
performance model which Gross developed in The State of the Nation (see
No. 61),

.

o .

. l4cHale, John. "Science, ,Technology and Change," irk Bertram N.
GrosS (ed..), Soci .'Ir.-66111ponoo for Imaridais Future.
Boston:" Allyn and Bacon, Inc:, 19 9 pp. 220-2

Focusing on scientific and, teohriological Change, Maisie discusses
what` social indicators measuring suchochange must involve. He discusses
the necessity of transferring 'present quantitative indicators into
qualitative form, the "importance of surrogate' indicators in assisting
in this transference, the provision 'of- and access to services based,
not on income levels; but 'perhaps. 'off iis,fessiorial and occupational roles
and the importance gdnerally Of increasing the' availability and choice
of servides. The proiDleMS involved in the design of such ,indicators
are, aid() analyzed.. '

,

,
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52. New York State Office of Planning Coordination. The Design of a
Central Social Environment Study: -Albany: Prepared by CONSAD
Research Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, June, 1970.

1

A general description of a tentative social systems model,
accompanied by an analysis ;of the problems inherent in its development,
is put,fotth:in this report. The predominant emphasis is not on the
actual model'and its functioning, but rather-on-the research and analyti-
cal procedures considered essential to its deValopment. As part of the
working-stage) character of this report, partial-system models and social
indicators are discussed primarily in .,terms of how to better utilize
available information. The .purpose of.partial system models,and their
advantages particularly at the present time are discussed, together Mith a
specification of social indicators td describe the social condition of
New York. Finally, having decided what should be- done in New York with.
respect to general and partial system models and asocial indicator,
system, the report concludes with .a proposed work program to achieve
these goals.

53. Ruff, Jean-Paul 4. ."Detroit Social Management System," in Urban

ancifieonal'IlnfoatioraLSzateL____EnsforSocialProrams, papers
from the Fifth Annual Conference of the Urban and Regional In-
formation Systems Association,., Garden City, New York: September
7-9, 1967.

The author establishes criteria for developing a mathematical
model for a social management system allocating resources to needs accord-
ing to a set of maximizing programs.. '(Conference Abst et)

Wilensky, Harold L. Or anizational Knowleke: Knowled e and Polio
in Government and dustry. New York: .as c Books, Inc.", 19.7

The mays in which knowledge shapes/policy, which the author
calls the "classic problem in social*Sciend 1" are explored .in this
book. Understanding of these ways has bec e indispensable for the
Proper operation of administrative life and the effective pursuit of
the public interest by the merger of the knowledge explosion-and the'
organizational revolution, according to the author. The primary aim _

of this book is to call attention to the great importance of the intelli-
gende function in complex social systems by bringing some order to the
scattered literatute on organizational intelligence and by developing
hypotheses about the determinants and uses of intelligence and the struct-
ural and doctrinal roots of intelligence failures. From these analyses,
those conditions which facilitate the flow of high quality intelligence
are discerned and discussed. . ,

Because social indicators are matters and measures of pubic
policy, the author's focus on the characteristics, needs and functions
of administrators,lboth in government and industry, illustrates very
graphically the need for some indicator system and points out the inherent
problems in its development and ,use

.. ,

_ z _
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55. Wilson, John 0. "Quality of Life in the United States- - -An Excursion
into the New Frontier of Socio-Economic Indicators." Kansas

(\\

-Citk: NidwestBesearch Institute, 1969.

This paper presenti a detailed ranking of the fifty states
with respect to several secio-economic indicators deve oiled by the
author using currently collected inp)imation from national, state,
local and other sources. The nine areas for which indicators were de-
veloped are individual status, racial equality, state and local
government, education, economic growth quality, technological th,ange,
agr).culture, living conditions, and health and welfare.
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IV. , Social Indicators

A. General Systems

56. Alamo Area Council of Governments. Social Indicators and a Social

Accounting System for the. AACOG.'.Region: A Preldminary.Statement.

San Antonio; Texas: Alamo Area Council of Governments, 1969.

The task is to develop measures of the effect of public policy

and. its implementation upon the vatious'social problemsueing confronted.
.

This preliminary statement outlines the functions of -a social accounting
system ; - including a definition and discussion of the-functions of Social

indicators. Here important than these, however, .to the public official

and planner is the attempt tb outline the steps involved in the develop-

ment of a social accounting System for the AACOG region. Each of-the

steps, AS might be expecte4.raises more problems, Which hopefully-will be

address. -' -in later statements. Concluding this report is a listing of

-social indicators for each of the Eunctional areas, eg. health, housing, !

welfare, economic opportunity; of social concern.

57. Bell, Daniel. "The Adequacy of-Our Concepts.,ZL4p-Bertramli. Gross (ed.),

A Great Society? New York: Basic Books, Inc:, 1968, pp. 127-161..

.

The effects of the vast increase in population and the type
and rate of diffusion of ,products and privileges among the population

come down, in Bell's view, to one major problem: the question .of the

size and scope of the social unit. Pout another-Way he is -trying to

address the problem of creating a human soale in this mass society.

He presents an historical perspective leading to this problem and Analyzes

--Tar different dimensions of the problem; which leads him to recognizing

the need for a system of sodial adSeUnis phich"weilld hove us toward
measurement of the utilization of human rpsources on our society in

four areas: (1) the measurement of social costs and net returns of

.innovations; (2) the measrement of social ills; (3) ,the creation

of performance budgets in areas of defined'social needsj °and (4) indicators

of economic'opportunity.and social mobility. His elaborations on'thede

four areas suggest the Complexity of problems and the scope of applica- 2

ti on. '

1

S

I ' se .

58. ' "The Maa of a Social j/eperrt," The Publfc Interest,

..

Number 15 (Spring, 196,9), pp. 72 -84. "; .
.

. ; A

This paper.serves.assa short summary-of the history and back-

. ,ground leading up toloward:d Social RepOrt, (see No. 68)(. Bell discusses.

the worken-sociA costs and 'social trends which proviAld- Soundatioi.
%1for current work on social indicators end emphasizes the, 1 from then to

nau. Toward--a Social Report itself is discussed in: terms o its purposes

and necessarily -scope.due'to.its prdliMindrSr status: The. author

, -...*

t
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-also gives his opiniort.conderning sane next steps which should be taken
at the siedera level oragove#ment in order ..t,o *proceed from, Toward a='
Social Report.

--.- . , I
L. V

5

. ... - .

9! "Bauerl.Rayrnond A. (ed.). Social (Indicators. Cambridge: The MIT
'Press, 1966. . I

,

This ,,book is reqaed reading '1'6'r...anyone beginning to study
. social indicators:' Its. focus is nothing less than the entire ,set of

social indichors 'used in American -society. Defining social-indicators
as measures that enable us to assess; where u6 -stand and are going with
respect- to our values and goals, and to eva.iiiate specift.c programs and
determine their impact,;' the authors rtzesd' that anticipation, not pre,

-dic.tion of the future, is their c.oneerrt. therefOre, are concjirned
Idth the 'probability of events oCcurrAg in the future 'and, their importance
in the event that they do occur, moreover, recognize the restrictions

future thinking which develop-liben these two are confused..
.The remaining' four thaptere. klre deVOted to an. examination of

the present stAe of social ndicators) from a *atciplOgiCal point of V.
view (Albert D. Bider-man); a' presentation of an.ideal system."-c.f."social
statist, i'cs" (-Bertra.mni-.CioSs,-;--,See his The State of the Nation"; No. 61,, ! \14

f6r an -expanded..analysis)-;--AT discussion Of the, need for- research and 4. *
collection facilities for ei/e-ritS falling.outside regular statistical
series (Albert D. Biderman)';. .'arid an analysis of the problenis involvet;;')
in the organilation of this -new data, particularly iri terms of a- feedbfiek ,1
mechanism (Rober,-t A. Rosenthal and Robert S. Weiss). Looking to the v

4 future, this volume, more thiccesbfirlly than most Others, has attempted
to devise the ideal societal information system, detail its uees, and
analyze its advantates: and ciiSadiaiitage;.

60. 'Gross, Bertram N. "The Social State of the tblion," Ti%arkel,actiOn
3 (November-December, 1965)1 pp. 14-17. .

A shorter ,account of GrosS! views on social indicator systems
- that is expanded in both Bauer's 'Soc,..tial indicators and GrOssl The State ,

.of the Nation (see Nos._ 59.and"61;respectively)1 irk Irhicir the author
calls fair "an annual Social Report freni- the President to supplement'and
expantrtfir.2cononac Report and Midget Nessage; thus giving a vnore accurate
and comprehensive assessment of ttle-qualitY*6f life in America.

This arti'clb..should be read before reading Gross' other coptri-
butions to this field, particularly with respect to his analysis of social
'structure and social pe'rformance:-

,

0
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61.. Gross, Bertram Ii. The State of the Nation. London:.Tavistock
, "Publicaticns, s.

A general modelfor social system accounting on the level of
nation- states -is presented which analyzes the societ iii terms of two,

. 'interrelated,' multidiemnsional concepts: syst ructure ,and system -----
perforMance. 'Gross explores the characteristics, basic units and

,

interrelationsof these.two.concepts,,witlieach other and iiith the
externl'environment. /Briefly, system structure consists-of human and
nonqiumn resources arfanged in interrelated subsystems,-governed by
scertaip valUls and central guidance system, while system' performance ,

corisisie Of actions that acquire resourcesj produce, and invest within- -

',the system: .
, .. '''.

In his last, chapter, "Toward Social Indicators," drobk concqtrates
mainly on two-conceptual' difficulties'encoUntered in the development of
indicators: The first iq called the Selectivity-Comprehensiveness Faradox
and the second,. the Abstraction-Specificity-Paradox,!, Each Is described,
explained in terms of the problems they present to developers and masers
of indica4rs'and-als6 their functions. Gross closes' by urging.that,
nations prepare.annual,sodiai reports, that state- of the'morld7suripys
beiandertaken and that a long-iange erspective be acquired by, all'
involved in these activities.

T1 .
N , ,

..
...

--.

62. Kamrany, 'Nake N.

Perspective.
Corporation,

and Alexander N. Christakis. Social Indicators in
Santa HoniCa California: System Development

July, 1969.

After V. summary :presentation of the need for. indicators to
measurewell-being and a brief discussion-of the ,trend from econdmid'to
so4a1 indicators, this paper pipsente a conception of social indicators

.embOdying the following characteristics: completeness, geographial
delineation, an effective level of disaggregation, and relevance l6 some
cohesive national proces8 of policy planning.' Social indicators, in

"themselves, "are meaningless and so the authors have constructed a conceptual
model which can be used to identify the major dimensions of the process
involved'in national policy planning: The role of social indicators
within tlis model is explored `in depth.

Noore, Wilbert E. and Eleanor B. Sheldon.. "Mnitoring Social Change:
A conceptual and Programmatic Statement," ProceediNs2L9Le
Social Statistics Section. 'Washington, D.C.: American Statistical'
Association, 1965, pp. i"44 -149.

This is a suninary outline of work in progress which eventually .

resul ted.in the publication of Indicators of Social Change: Concepts and
lleasurements (see No. 66). The authors briefly discuss their aims, the
organization of their work and their progresb in research.

II 4
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61.. Clscn, Mancur, Jr. "The Plan and Purpose of &Social RepOrt,",
The Public Interest, Number 15 (Spring), 1969), pp. 85-97.

0,-

The author had immediate responsibility for TolIhrd a Social
.4teport and attethpts in this paper to answer Vhose.baiTE7giEGETIFFich

ho says wereunanswered by that report. He sets Out to wcplain.the con
'ceotibh of social 'eporting'that determined both the shape and contents
of the report, noting that a policy foOus and a framework 6 oRtimiption
'is evident in every chapter of the report and that the resulting purpose
of theSe was to point out the practical importance relevant reigarch
can have in-these areas.

. "Social Indicators and Social Accounts,!'
. economic Flanning Sciences 2 (1969), pp'. 335-346.

Tuo defining characteristics of social indicators are'discussedl
in thls paper. The first is that social indicatorsl.unlike most indicators
now used by the government, are measures of direct normative interest,
and the second is that'social indicators "should fit into a balanced
systedia-4c scheme of classification or aggregation which would make possible
'a belanced'assessment of socio- economic' progress or 'retrogression in somez
broad area, as well as disaggregated and detailed study of particular
problems.

Social accounts, which, according to the author, consist of
social indicators and additional statistics, would expand cost-benefit
analysis and rational public decision-making by relating social expendi-
tures to the indicator they were designed to affect.

66. Sheldon, Eleanor B. and Wilbert 3. Moore (eds.). Indicators of
Social Chan e: Conce is and Measurements. New York: Rusbell
Sage Foundation, 19 .

Defining social change as "the significant alteration of social
structures (that is, patterns of action and interaction), including
conseqbences and manifestations of such" structures embodied in norms
"(rules of conduct)) values, and cultural products or symbols," the view
expressed in this volume is limited to the Central features of a society's
operation. but it is a fruitful, limitation_ for the authors attempt an
in-depth analysis and answer to the ,question: mUhat is- changing ?"
To this end,' they have organized their work around five major headings:
(1) demographic base and shifts; (2) major structural components of
societ U) distributive f6atures of American society; (4) aggregative
featurVof American society; and (5)" the maaning'of welfare. This is
a very analytic,, rather than practical, .11ork which illuatrates very well
the importance and cmplexity of change in "this society.
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67. Sheldon, Eleanor B. iand Wilbert E. Moore. "Toward the Measurement

of Social Change: Implications for' Progress," in. Leonard H.

Goodman, (ed.),"EconoMic Progress and SocialWelfare. Neu York: /

Columbia UniversiiY Press, 1966, pp. 1§5r212.

Most of the Work of this research team cencerning-social
indicators is geared to presenting_a framework for the examination of
large-scale structural. Change. Their purpose is twofold: first, their
interest in a scientific investigation of change both descriptively and
analyticallyandsecondly, ,their concern for using these materials to
alter the scope, speed and perhaps directions of change in terms of explicit:,
normative criteria.

In this paper, they propose five major rubrics for the examina-
tion of structural change in Iherican society. These five rubrics were

Subsequently explored in depth, in their book, Indicators of Social
Change: Concepts and Measurements (see Ho. 66). Thus, this paper is

essentially a preliminary status report on their progress `two years
before the publication of the major work.

68. U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Toward a Social

Report. Washington, D.C.: U.S. GoVernment Printing Office,'

1969.

Noting that there is no national and comprehensive set of
statistics reflecting social progress (or retrogression), this 'report "is

a first 'step in the dpvelopment of such a set. While the report has
serious shortcomings, especially-with respect to the scope of its purpose
and the depth of its analysis of its subject areas,'it is valuable as a
preliminary statement,on the thinking about social indicators at the federal
level.

A set of social indicators is recess: to satisfy our curiosity,

as ti= our degree o1 well-being and to improve public policy making by
illuminating existing-social problems which enable more knoWledgeable
judgements-aboutnational priorities to be made and by providing insight
into haw various measures of national well-being are changing, thereby
Hopefully enabling iuore adequate evaluations of the accomplishments of
ublic programs. With this'as a base, Toward a Social Report attempts to

W.scuss several areas of social life in terms of what information is
presently available and what is needed. The seven areas discussed

are: Health and Illness; Social Mobility; Our Physical Environment;
Income and Poverty; Public Order and Safety; Learning, Science and_ -Art;

and Participation and Alienation.
The Appendix, entitled "How Can We bp Better Social Reporting

in the Future ? "; is perhaps the most interesting section of the report.
IA it, the concept of social indicators is discussed and, more importantly,
defined nicely-as "a statistic of direCt normative interest which
facilitates concise, cooprehensitie and balanced judgments about the

condition of major aspects of a society."

-t-
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B. Societal Node ls

69. Belshaw, Cyril S. The Conditions of Social Performance, New Y
Schocken Books, 1970.

I

,Like Gross, Belsham focuses upon the twill societal aspects,
structure and performance, in his work to analyze society. He escribes
14hat each of these aspects entails; both apart and together a describes
the processes affecting both within the social system. His primary
task is to understand the process of ',articulation(' which I defines as
'the various ways in which elements which make up culture eact upon one
another to bring about a further result."

70. Gross, Bertram 11. "The Coming General Systems/Iiodels of Social
Systems," Human Relations 20 (November14967), oPP. 3 -374.

Bich of this article is a brief summary ox the-main spects of
i

. . .

the continuing trend- toward social accounting/arid the prevailing types Of-
iisocial accounting. But one section'of the paper, dealing,with general
Ireporting on social systems in terms of Gross" system structure-system

performance model, specifically discusses,an important attribute of social
indicator systems, one which has not been'covered\in the literature to

1this extent. This attribute is the provision of "a.conceptual and inform-
i

tion basis-for economically scanning the array of all possible kinds of
relevant data and,, selecting those that are most relevant under specific

icircumstances." This scanning- selection process iSrelated,to evaluative
i

criteria of past and present situations and trends, strategic objectives
for present action and those areas involving by-products of present action.

71. Stanford Research Institute, Educational Policy Research Center.
A Toward raster Social Indicators. Menlo Park; California:

Stanford Research Institute, Research Memorandum EPRC 6747-2,
February, 1.969.

Vheuristic model of society, in which goals, indicators and
attainment levels are necessarily linked, is constructed in 'two parts;

, One, relating to the society and the other to the individual living in
the society. A series of measures, from the most universal, through
increasingly More specific indilitors, to actual datal.is related to each
part. Uithih each measure level, a goal and various goal-attainment
levels (optimum, standard,miiiiraum) are specified.

'Braving on the HEW publication, Toward a Social Report, for
its indicator areas, this paper presents possible attainment levels,
subcategories and indicators, within the context of its societal model.
Ihile much of the data necessary to use this model is currently unavailable,
the work entailed in this paper enabled the authors to define requirements
....the requirements of a comprehensive social indicator system which could
be used for descriptive social reportd,ng, projective docial trending and
predictive' social accounting.

/ r
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72,. Williams, Robin N. PA. Nodel of Society - -The American Case," in

Bertram Iii. Gross (ed.), A.Great Societ ? New York: Basic

Books, Inc., 1968, RR. 32- 7.

The main intent of this article, in,the author's words, is
"to help in some small ,measure to prepare the ,uay for actions-in the
near future, for=the beginning of necrssary reporting and analysis at

the highest political leve/s., Towai:d this end, Williams lists three
initial steps essential to the-construction of a national system of social

accounts: (1) the development of a detailed model of this social system;
(2) the development ofstrategie sets of data with which 0 fill the Model;
and (3) the integration of economic,.pcilitical; psychological and social
models into one comprehenPiveJaddel.

Taking as his;-goals his Conception of what the Great Society
will be, the author describes the 'directions and changes within the model
as we, progress towards; that Grept Society. Impediments (ideological,
institutional, socioldgical and pPychological) to these changes are also

identified and described.

........

11 5
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V. 'Appendix'

The following entries have been listed as references in one or
more of the annotated entries. Within the time constraints of. this
bibliography, it was impossible to locate and review them for inclusior
in annotated form.

73. Di Berman, Albert D. "InformationIntelligenceEnlightened, Public
policy," Paper presented at the SiXty-fifth Annuai'lieeting of

the American Political Science Association, New York, September,
19691

74. David; Paul T. "Index Numbers of Party Strength: National, State,
and 'Local," Paper presented at the Sixty-fifth Annual Meeting
of the American POlitical Sciende Association, New York, September,
1969.

75. Drewnoski, Jan and Scott Volt: The Level Of Lilting Index. Geneva:
United Nations Research Institute for Social Development,
Report No. 4, September,A566. (Supplementf, Programthe II,
November- 27, 1968) .

76. Ferriss, Abbott L. Indicators of-trends in American Education.
New York:' Rubsell Sage Foundation, 1969.

77. Glib, Corinne. "Can If eeasure Beauty?" Paper presented at .trid
Silty -fifth Annual fleeting of the American Political' science
Ad'sociation, New York, 'September, 1969.

, 78. Gottehrer, Barry. "A Human Information System for the Governing
of New York City." Paper presented at the Sixty-fifth Annual
Meeting of the ArArican Political Science Association, New York,
September) 1969.®

79. Gurin, Gerald, Joseph Veroff, and Sheila Feld. Americans View
their he ntal Health: A Nationwide InterView Survey'. New York:,

(Basic rooks, Inc . 19 0.

80. Holden, Matthew!, Jr. "Indicators of Social Stress and Social Peace,"
Paper presented at the Sixty-fifth Annual Meeting of the American
Political Science Assopiation, New York, Sbptember, 1969.

-

81. Krieger, Martin. "The Life Cycle 'as a Basis for Social Policy and
Social Indicators," Berkeley; University of California Center
for Planning and Development Research; @ober 16, ---

82. . "Social Indicators, for the Quality of Individual Life,"
Berkeley: University of California Center for Pipning and
Development Research, Cc-tiler-46, 1969.
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. 83. Moses, Stanley. "The Learning Force: An Approach'to the,Politics
of Education," .Paper presented at the Sixty -fifth Annual Meeting
of the American' Political Science Association; Nen,York,,Septem-

' ber, 19690 -

84. Palley; Mapion L. and Howard A. Palley. "Social Velfare Indicators

as Prqdictors of Racial Disorders in Black Ghettos," Paper

, presented at the SiAy7fifth Annual Meeting of the American
Political Science Association, New York, September, 1969.

85. Porter, David.O. "The Who andltat
to be published in Albert Somit
study of the Future. New York:

of Future Forecasting inPolitics,"
(ed.), Political Science and the
Holt, Rinehart, 1971.

,86. Wilson, Johri O.. "Inequality of Racial Opportunity---An Excursion
into the New Frontier of Socioeconomic Indicators." New
Haven:, .Yale University Department of Economics, June,,1968.

87. "Regional Differences in Social Welfare," Paper presented
at the Inter-University Consortium for Political Research,
Ann Arbor, July, 1968.
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